
“Economics and A Better Philippines”
Senator Sonny Angara
Keynote Speech, 52nd Annual Meeting of the Philippine Economic SocietyTo the president of the Philippine Economic Society, Dr. Quimbo, to Dr. Jun Tullao, toother guests here in the room. We have Dr. Van Den Brink of the World Bank. We haveDr. Mirallao of the UNESCO. We have Mr. Peiris of the IMF. We have former PrimeMinister Cesar Virata, Ambassador Tweddell of Australia. Distinguished academics,thinkers, past, present and future scholars of economics, a very good morning to you.I’d like to thank you for inviting me, Dr. Quimbo. To what I know is a very veryimportant gathering. I know that many of our future policies will probably, determinethe many of the future sessions. Not only this year, but in the coming years.2050 is indeed a very far away place. My three-year old son would be 38 years old bythen. He would be probably be married with kids. And maybe some debt. Hopefullyfulfilling his dream, or my dream of being a professional basketball player or athlete.Myself, I would be turning 78 years old, hopefully still breathing and married. But I haveto cut down on the potato chips. Millenials would be running the country, perhaps thethird President Aquino, or President Bimby to you, can tell us something about that. TheGeneration X will be senior citizens by then. And baby boomers will be just a referencein an encyclopedia, assuming there are encyclopedias. Or if you watched yesterday’sSenate hearing, Wikipedia.Though we never know. May kasabihan ho kasi tayo tungkol sa masasamang damo. Itwould be understandable to not think about 2050 because it seems so far in the future.Understandable, but not excusable. Because that is the future of our children and theirgeneration. In a recent interview I was asked if I wanted my kids to follow me intopolitics. And I said, I really don’t know. But one thing I know for sure, is I want toprovide them with all the opportunities to allow them to build a life they want forthemselves.Self-actualization as we all learned in college. That is exactly my vision for a developedPhilippines in 2050. Hayaan niyo po akong ibahagi sa inyo ang ilan sa akin mgapangarap para sa ating bayan. I see a Philippines where the gap between the rich andthe poor families has been diminished. Isang masaganang buhay sa bawat pamilyangPilipino. Nakikita ko po ang isang pamilyang hindi lamang busog sa pangangatawan,kundi maging sa pangkabuhayan. Isang pamilya kung saan ang bawat magulang ay maydisenteng trabaho at pasahod dito sa ating bansa, na naaayon sa pangangailangan ngpamilya. Ang bawat bata ay malusog at may access sa de-kalidad na edukasyon, pagkain,tubig, kuryente ay sapat at abot-kaya.I see a country that nurtures and empowers its families. This is clearly an exercise invisioning. Some would say a utopian or dystopian exercise. And clearly we are not thereyet. Perhaps, this is because we, ourselves, in politics and government included, havenot been very good in visioning. We tend to make our decisions when our backs are upagainst the wall. Kapag gipit na, saka pa lamang tayo kikilos. We are being reactiverather than proactive.



Not really thinking forward. Many cases and point are our past legislation. I will giveyou many examples. In 2008, we passed the CAAP law or Civil Aviation Authority Act.And what was the reason for that? It was because we  got downgraded by the US-basedFederal Aviation Authority. And in 2011 or 2012, we reformed the taxation ofinternational common carriers or international airlines. And why was that? BecauseKLM and Air France left Manila for Taipei.We made the switch to K-12 in education policy, only when we were the last country inAsia and one of only three countries worldwide with a 10-year pre-university educationcycle. We amended or passed Anti-Money Laundering legislation when we werethreatened by the FATF with sanctions.More recently, we fast-tracked the Marina Law, shifting the training of Filipino seafarerssolely with the maritime industry authority and we amended the Fisheries Code, why?Because we were threatened with the European Union blacklist of our seafarers and ourseafood.Today, with all the great power assembled, painstakingly I will assume we have achance--a chance which we are not given often. To quote General Douglas McArthur,there is no security in this life but there are opportunities. So today, we have anopportunity to share our aspirations, hopes, and dreams for our country for the next 36years, next three decades and more.To quote a local writer and film critic, Jessica Zafra. She said, we lived in an age wheremovies are accepted as history lessons. And our imagination and soul have been stuntedby bad movies. Instead of the Godfather, we have Godzilla. But I think, by analogy,perhaps our dreams and aspirations have also been stunted by bad planning, badpolicies. But probably it is more of looking backwards instead of looking forward.So the first step is probably restructuring the Philippine economy. To get to that future,we need to revisit the basics. Our GDP growth may have been lauded and well-noted bythe world but here at home, the reality is that it may not be felt by all. There is a need torestructure our economy to be more balanced and broad-based. Currently we are heavyon the services side, as we all know, and very basic and low value at that. Tourism andthe BPO industry have been identified as among the top industries to pursue. But really,how many people have seen a BPO in Tawi-tawi?Today, some 12 million OFWs are making a living far away from their families. Thefuture we envision is a future where Filipino goods and products and not our warm-bodied men and women are our top exports abroad. To bring them back home, ourgovernment needs to step up for our farmers and manufacturers.By 2050, Philippine agriculture should probably be more than rice, sugar and coconuts.It should probably involve more processing and variants of these. More infusions oftechnology and r&d will be needed not just to increase yields, but also to diversify crops.Because of our archipelagic geography, we are in a prime position to become a worldfishing and aquaculture power. Perhaps in 2050.



Meanwhile, manufacturing has been expanding since 2010, much faster than our Aseanaverage, and even the global average. Over the next 20 years, some say thatmanufacturing will be our fastest growing sector. Of course the questions are what willwe be making or exporting? Will we decide or will the free-market decide? Where willwe be in the product cycle? Before we can realize our potential to these industries, weneed to be energy and water secure.Even better by 2050, we should fully harness all of our indigenous and renewableenergy resources. We also risk our progress when we fail to use water sustainably. In2050, we would all like to see greater connectivity through infrastructure,transportation and the internet. I think we saw the video earlier, many people wishwould want to wish traffic away.  All of this wouldn't be possible without adequatequality infrastructure, a critical factor for ensuring the effective functioning of theeconomy.Unfortunately, according to a world economic forum report, the quality ofinfrastructure in the Philippines is second to the last in the Asean region. We got thelowest rank if we talk about the quality of port and air infrastructure. In the future, wesee we will have a truly unified public transport system. Roads will not be pot-holed likebumpy roller coaster rides, nor would they be flooded like rivers. Not only would trainsarrive on time, they will be comfortable, easily accessible. Some will be equipped withcarry cargo cross-country.Mayaman man o mahirap sumasakay sa tren o bus. For once, we won’t have to explainaway why our airports are such in a dismal state, and we will have a world-class state-of-the-art airport. Where people don't think while they are waiting in line or they won'thave to go to the toilets and say, sa bahay na lang. Connectivity will also be assuredthrough the ICT and the Internet.Our people will find it easier to watch youtube videos of Taylor Swift or Ariana Grandebut also the online lessons on disaster resilience, agriculture modernization or evenpersonal finance. Buong Pilipinas naka-wifi na sana. By 2050, if we plan and if weexecute well, many of the flaws of our economy would have been addressed. Allowingour growth rates to skyrocket, perhaps even in China-like proportions. But more thanthe numbers, we ought to remember what a US Senator Robert F. Kennedy said fewmonths before he was assassinated in 1968, "the GNP or gross national product doesnot allow for the health of our children, the quality of their education or the joy of theirplay.  It does not include the beauty of our poetry or the strength of our marriages, theintelligence of our public debate or the integrity of public officials. It measures neitherour wit nor our courage; neither our wisdom nor our learning; neither our compassionnor our devotion to our country; it measures everything in short, except that whichmakes life worthwhile."He was of course talking about the US but that might as well apply to the Philippines.Because the numbers maybe good for us right now as mentioned earlier as they werebefore 1997 Asian financial crisis. We pick up a newspaper today, it sounds, for theyounger people here, just like it did in 1996, 1997 and 1998.  But we should not getcarried away by the euphoria of the moment.



High GDP growth masks vast inequality, broken families, abject hunger, and otherassociated problems with informality. Indeed, every developing nation should beconcerned with economic growth--but such growth should be seen merely as a meansto an end and not the end itself. The challenge then is to read through the figures to seethe affected faces of Filipino families for instance. As two writers wrote in a book calledThe Body Economic, "economic choices are not only matters of growth rates and deficitsbut actually matters of life and death."There is a sample of Greece and Iceland who both suffered in the wake of the 2008financial crisis. Both were prescribed austerity measures. Both went down differentroads. Greece took the pill of austerity and they saw an unprecedented rise on the casesof aids and suicides.Athens, the capital of Greece, which is where our honeymoon with my wife not too longago, became a city of drug addicts. Iceland which actually was in a worse state thanGreece because I think of all countries whose banking system is tied up with financialcrisis in 2008, their banking system was the most tied up. But they refused to give in tosevere austerity measures.  What they did was they threw the question of austerity tothe people and they let the people decide. And the people gave a resounding no as theiranswer. So healthcare did not suffer and the banking system proved to be not too big tofail.In addition to improving our economy, we also want to improve the lives of our workingclass. Not only have we revisited our current revenue regime but also we mustultimately reform our terribly outdated and inequitable tax system. I am lucky to have acapable partner in reforming the tax system in Congressman Miro Quimbo fromMarikina, the worse half of Dr. Stella Quimbo. Though I am not sure if we can go back orgo to the lengths that Thomas Picketty advocates, where he advocates a 70-80 percentincome tax on the highest earners. Let us do away with the proverbial pyramid andmake our middle portion bigger--the so-called middle class.Habang lumilipas ang pantheon, lumalawak ang agwat ng mayaman at mahirap.Kasalukuyan mahigit 70% ng ating yaman ay nasa kamay lamang ng kakauntingpamilya. In a very well-known article in Vanity Fair magazine, that 1% percent can havebetter education, better lifestyles, they can pay for better homes but for better or forworse, their fate is tied up with the rest of the 99% percent. There is no escaping that.So aside from these income tax bills, we also want to assist and improve the MSMEssector by making our tax laws and regulations more business friendly and less costly.Professor Ronald Mendoza has also done a very useful research in this regard. Gustonatin tulungan ang ating maliliit na kababyan na makaalagwas sa kahirapan sapamamagitan ng magandang kabuhayan. So we are working very hard to pass ourproposed tax form. Although there is still an ongoing debate on how do we provide theresources or the revenue for our country to move up in terms of infrastructure and atthe same time, allow our families to grow, our middle class to grow. It is a challenge.There are costs and we are studying it very closely.



Dr. Stella of course was our resource person in the last tax hearing before we passed the13th month allowance. And I am sure it’s not the first time she’ll be appearing for eitherthe House or the Senate Ways and Means Committee.The next step I think towards 2050 is to build a nurturing society, to strengthen theFilipino family. Not only they want to rebalance our economy, not only do we want torestructure our society, we want also to look at the basic unit of our society and that isthe Filipino family. No doubt the Aquino administration has acted precisely in thisdirection but there is much more to be done. One of five Filipino families or 4.2-millionFilipino families are estimated to be poor in 2012. This has remained sophistically thesame since 2006 moreover children remain among top three poorest basic sectors.These numbers are quite depressing, many young people are easily disturbed and feelthere is no future for them, at least here in the Philippines.This maybe one of the reasons poor families spend an average of 2.4% of their incomeon cigarettes and alcohol compare that to less than 1% or .93% on education, based onthe latest family income expenditure survey. We want to change that mindset, we wantour people to hope again.Sabi nga ni PNoy nung 28, pwede ng mangarap muli and aspire for better lives for theirfamilies. We want the government to recognize the value of families to Filipinos andundertake measures to strengthen them.In 2050, Filipino won't have to leave their families to make a living, families won't needto spend as much as 61% of their total income just on food. Every Filipino family nomatter the composition will afford a piece of home and have adequate access to water,electricity and even broadband connectivity and other basic services. We also wantevery Filipino family to have access to quality health care. For many years almost 60%of Filipinos who succumb to sickness die without seeing a health professional.But with the Universal Health Care Act in place, 25 million poor Filipinos can benefitfrom Philhealth programs and services. Now the next challenge for the government is toenhance the quality and delivery of healthcare services in the country for the next 36years.In 2010 alone, smoking took the lives of almost 90,000 Filipinos. DOH and WHO studiesreveal that 57% of the leading causes of death in the country are from non-communicable or are lifestyle related; cardiovascular diseases, cancer, ChronicObstructive Pulmonary Diseases and Diabetes. The state has to continuously come upwith measure that ensure its citizens are healthy but where are the parks and the greenspaces for people to walk, burn off the calories, burn off their large lunch or largebreakfast? We also need a strong state, this was a theme also during the Ramosadministration and most notably by national security adviser Joe Almonte who said weneed a strong state.All these investments in human capital, all these investments in physical infrastructurerequire a strong state to be operational. One that is graft-free and run by a motivatedand well paid professional bureaucracy. Such a state should enjoy broad bases of work,it is necessarily transparent that this information about it is readily available and open



to the public’s scrutiny. It is not held hostage by regulatory stature. This underscoredthe need for FOI or Freedom of Information Bill. It’s enactment could have preventedmany of the scams such as the pork barrel scam and its precursors, given that everydaycitizens would have been watching what government was doing.Even at the local governments, there would be a change in policy if we pass the FOIalthough many of our colleagues in Congress fear what will happen because looking atthe examples for half of the United Kingdom where the hope was that the freedom ofinformation will usher in a new era of citizen empowerment and awareness about hugecontracts which impact on the destiny of their nation. Instead and they were moreconcerned about what the members of parliament had for breakfast or lunch.But nonetheless, FOI strengthens our government’s democratic underpinnings, morepeople watching government’s moves definitely means more will participate ingovernment’s actions which are the markings of a truly inclusive democracy and withmore people watching and supporting such a state would naturally be more responsiveand more capable of protecting the needs of its people.For instance a broadly supported government would be able to provide peace and orderas a basis of prosperity. If we talk about regional development by 2050, poorer regionsand provinces would have caught up with the richer counterparts. Hence today we wanta more equitable and fairer regional allocation of government funds.I represented a province for nine years, the province of Aurora which was longneglected by the government and if there is a lesson to be learned, I think a little helpfrom the government goes along the way. Poorer LGUs need the national support todevelop, we want more empowered LGUs to become true partners in development.Hopefully we’ll see good results with the Department of Budget’s new allocationstrategy which prioritizes the needs of poor and vulnerable localities. According to theproposed 2015 budget, government will pour more funds into some 44 poor andvulnerable provinces. Let me say a short word about leadership, if we look at the historyof our fellow Asian countries, we can be provided with inspiration.In the 35 years after the Korean war, South Koreans were able to transform their nation,enough to be among the richest countries in the world. But the story of Korea is notunique, it’s just one chapter in the so called Asian economic miracle.Sadly, the Philippines seem to have missed this memo and was left out of the economicboom. Michael Schumann in his book “The Miracle”, explain one of the keys to thesuccesses of Asian countries. Since the 1950s, Asia has been blessed by series ofdetermined, devoted and inventive leaders in both government and business who to asubstantial degree believe their own success depending on economic achievement.The group was a very diverse one; you had dictators, soldiers, economists, medicaldoctors, politicians, professors, but they all share common goals including that goal ofelevating their people from poverty. For our part as observed by the late Claro M. Recto,the political life of the nation was nothing but the politics of public abandonment andprivate profit.



I say this not to dishearten but to pose a challenge, 2050 is a little more than 35 yearsfrom now, if Korea was able to do it then there is no reason the Philippines cannot dothe same unless as mentioned earlier, we shoot ourselves in the foot once again. It hasbeen said after all by the story of economics is at its heart the story of human endeavor.Economies are built not by policies but by the people who craft them and so towardsthe end of my speech, I pose a challenge not just to the economists but particularly tothe economists in this room because more than lawyers, engineers, nurses, doctors,bank managers, bureaucrats, economists are arguably the best equipped to chart thepath towards the 2050 we seek.Dear friends, you will help choose the steps we need to take. Economics is the science orthe art of making choices and if we want to make better choices we need your help inthis room. The legendary US Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., saidmaybe a century ago I quote, “For the rational study of the law the black-letter man maybe the man of the present, but the man of the future is the man of statistics and themaster of economics.”He may as well have been referring to the policy makers or the lawmakers of the future.Because when we talk about economics, we talk about concepts, like incentives,incentives to policy makers, we talk about concepts like moral hazards.Optimizing and maximizing values, the value of competition, the value of informationfor efficient markets to operate. All of these concepts are important concepts that not allpolicy makers understand. And once again let me emphasize we need your help in thisroom. Economics will be, or is at the intersection of every important policy issue.Whether it’s raising government salaries, whether it’s lowering taxes, whether it’sexpanding health care coverage. Even whether it’s determining who will be the UAAPChampion in 2050. Economics will be at the heart of that question. We can't be turningthe next corner without knowing what is around the corner? And then, let me also saysomething about the importance of information for markets to operate and forcountries to progress.We call this you know the age of big data? And economists are not without information.The timber for their minds to fire up and produce bright eureka moments. But if you arelooking, but even information or official data can be a problem in the Philippines. If youare looking for a reliable and specific data it is not more fun in the Philippines.While a Congressman during the 15th Congress, I’m sure you know all of this; well it isvery difficult given that information is the economist's bread and butter. But while I wasa Congressman during the 15th Congress I happened to chair the House Committee onHigher Education and I found out that in the 20 year existence of the Commission onHigher Education there were no studies on all the scholarships. The government useabout 50-60,000 now it’s starting over 100,000 scholarships every year across at least20 different agencies, and then there were no studies on the results of all thesegovernment expenditures easily 10 billion a year. There was no way of knowing,



whether the scholarships actually helped our youth. There was no way of knowing if wewere educating merely for migration. We were paying for the education of our OFWs.Again, better information breeds better decisions. So, what we did was with the help ofCHED, with the help of OSA a government study was finally made to survey the highereducation landscape. One of your resource persons Dr. Paqueo was at the forefront ofthat study.Recently, I took over the Senate Committee on Labor, again, we discovered that datawas incomplete. Data was not disaggregated at the provincial level. For example wehave statistics on how much child unemployment or youth unemployment there was atthe national level. But when you ask them to provide you statistics at the provinciallevel, there were no statistics.You could not know, under the age of 25 how many people were unemployed. We didnot know how many people work or had found work in the last year in a certainprovince. So, you see where I’m leading to with the difficulties. It’s difficult to come upwith policies when many of the information you are given is as they say "garbage in,garbage out."It's much akin to a doctor trying to cure a patient’s liver problems by measuring theirblood pressure. Another interesting statistic which will probably be a footnote in 2050is that the ARMM which as everyone knows in this room, is probably one of the poorestor has at least 3 or 4 the poorest provinces of the 81 provinces. The ARMM had a lowerrate of unemployment than the Central Luzon Region or the National Capital Region.So, clearly we have a long ways to go with providing accurate information. Yet evenwith information economists can sometimes still get it wrong. We’ve mentioned theexperience of Greece and Iceland after the 2008 recession. Greece followed through onthe austerity, Iceland took the democratic route and let the people decide. In ourcountry, in this context, if faced with similar difficult questions given our history post-Marcos dictatorship we probably want to throw us many problems as we can to thepeople.And yet our people need to be enlightened, they need to know the things they need toknow, to make the right decisions, and I think this highlights again the role of theeconomist. All the more should our concerns go beyond the numbers and focus on howour choices do affect the lives of everyday Filipinos.The society we seek is one that has gotten in touch with itself, has properly taken stockof its strengths and weaknesses and realized its potential and stuck to its core values.We do want our economy to grow exponentially but we do not want it to be at theexpense of the very things we hold dear---our families for instance, our centralcommunity, our very humanity.The Indian leader, Jawaharlal Nehru, once said, “The ambition of the greatest man of ourgeneration has been to wipe every tear from every eye”. In fact, that is every parent’sambition for his or her child. Pangarap ng bawat magulang ang makitangnagtatagumpay ang kanilang mga anak.



As citizen of this Republic, we are entrusted with this responsibility, to leave a betterfuture or at the very least a better plan for the next generation.Once again in closing let me thank all of you here, Dr. Quimbo and the rest of thePhilippine Economic Society for doing me the honor of addressing such a distinguishedaudience this morning. I wish you a productive day and a productive 36 years ahead!Mabuhay po!


